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CHAPTER I
OOMJIUNICATION AND AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTION
Society not only continues to exist by transmission,
by communication, but it may fairly be said to exist
in transmission, in communication • •• Men live in
a community in virtue of the things which they have
in common; and communication is the way in which
they come to possess things in common • •• Not only
is social life identical with communication, but all
communication • •• is educative.
John Dewey, Democracy gnd Education, p. 5.
The field of communications is the very core of all human
endeavor and activity.

It activates all the social institu-

tions--religion, education, family life, and government--that
make up civi,l i2ation.

Communication means "to share in

common, to participate in."

In a very real sense it can be

said to be education.
Communication then must be looked upon as a process by
means of which people grow; a process in which they participate in common activities and learn new meanings; a process
from which no one can be excluded.
This concept has special significance for teachers and
educators, whose primary purpose is that of communication.
It is not enough to answer the question "What shall I teach?"
but more important

11

What can my pupils learn?"

Basically,

the question might be worded ''What can be communicated?"
might be possible to improve the process of teaching and

It

2

learning greatly if teachers were to ask themselves each day
whether or not they are really communicating.
The average person tends to forget, however, that communication is more than just spoken and written language.
Individuals communicate with each other by glances, demonstrations, signals, pictures, symbols, words, and in many
other ways.

Communication exists at many different levels,

ranging from the concrete and empirical to the abstract and
symbolic.

Man must be able to operate at many, if not all,

levels of communication if he is to communicate and learn
effectively.
For the most part, however, communication is carried on
through some kind of Jo rmal symbol ism.

While it is true that

some meanings can be interpreted through very primitive
means, this is usually not the case.

Communication, as it is

normally thought of, involves some formal language symbol.
In the presence of concrete objects or processes, communication proceeds very easily.

Learners have little

difficulty unde1·standing spolcen directions such as "close the
door,"

11

open the window,

11

"erase the board,

11

etc.

It is when words or symbols used to connote or Jenote
meanings are not on .the level of concrete experience that
confusion often results.

Understanding words or symbols will

depend upon their level of abstraction or generality in terms
of the people upon whom they are used.

3

Ralph Linton, the noted anthropologist, has pointed
out that one of the reasons for the success of Confucius as a teacher was that he not only presented
the abstraction, but in every case he gave a specific illustration of what i t meant • •• Thus,
unlike many philosophers his abstractions were made
concrete by example.l
The present movement in education to provide concrete
experiences through the use of audio-visual materials is not
directed against abstraction and generalization.

Intellec-

tual life would be impossible without abstractions.

Although

it is true that audio-visual materials are often more concrete

than written materials, almost always their use requires
verbalization, abstraction, and generalization.

Communication

through audio-visual materials is merely an attempt to provide
richer concrete experiences which may be used to develop
abstractions and generalizations.
Although proponents of audio-visual instruction have been
critical of bookish education, it is not because they feel
that books are not important.

Their main criticism has been

directed at "the use of empty and erroneous concepts, the use
of generalizations not developed in whole or part through our
own generalizing, but which have merely been empty words
repeated from a textbook or from somebody else."2

lEdgar Dale, "The Pro bl em of Communication as Related to
the Education of Teachers,,, Audio-Visual Materials in Teacher
Edu_QQtion, Twenty-Ninth Yearbook Q.[ thfl.. Association .[Qr_
Student Teaching, edited by Howard T. Batchelder, TAnn Arbor,
Michigan: Edwards Brothers, Inc., 1950), p. 5.
2Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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To communicate, the learning situation must be arranged
:f3ca that the student himself proves or tests concepts.

This

,(<m.ttTJ tnuol ve many different methods and the use of a wide

fj~rtety of instructional materials.

No longer is it necessary

\for all students to follow the identical road of experience
to arrive at meaningful abstractions and principles.

Strict

adherence to textbook teaching and verbalization is likely to
result ii poor communication and poor teaching.

Communication

of this kind is usually in one direction; from the teacher to
the pupil, or from the textbook to the pupil.

The general

acceptance of the audio-visual movement attests to the fact
that the use of audio-visual materials is helpful in making
the learning situation more meaningful to students and consequently more helpful in solving their own problems.

This,

after all, is the final test of communication.
The basic problem confronting educators today is not
whether the many communication devices available should or
should not be used, but how and why they can be used more
effecti vel y.

Audi a-visual materials and their uses need dis-

ciplined study and research in terms of the several theories
of learning just as other methods more generally accepted
have been received.

Research has already attempted to show

that audio-visual materials are effective means of helping
students learn more, in a shorter time, and retain it longer.
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~'L'$_ ts especially true with regard to educational films.2

"/;-results, however, have been explained in very general
8

which do not pin point precisely why learning increased.
information that will help the most in using

~&terials more effectively.

It is pu22lying, that al though

111,any of these studies were conducted many years ago, it has
orily been in the last decade that educators in general have
begun to use this medium of communication to a really great
extent.

This applies equally well to many of the other

audio-visual aids. 3
But the fact that good materials are made available and
teachers are willing to use them is not enough.

What good

are the tools if teachers do not have the skills and under-

standings to use them more effectively?

The great challenge

in the area of audio-visual materials today is concerned with

2Philip J. Rulon, The Sound Motion Picture in Scie!!:2..§.. ·
TeachinQ, Harvard Studies in Education, Vol. 20;-rcambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1933}, p. 98; Varney c. Arnspiger,
Measuring the E'Tfecti veness Q.[ Sound Mo ti on Pie tu res ·Q.§_
Teaching 4ids,Wew York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1933), p. 83; Wesley C. Meierhenry, Enriching the Curriculum Through Motion Pictures,
(Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1952),
cited by Walter Arno Wittich and Charles Francis Schuller,
Audio-Visual Materials--Their Nature and Use, {New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1957), pp. 392-393.
3 F. Dean Mc Cl u.sky, Aud iQ-Visual Teaching_ Techniques,
(Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Company, 1949), pp. 38-60.
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-<Level oping ways and means of understanding and utilizing them
better.

If a good educational film can increase learning and

retention by 20 per cent, information stating precisely why
this happens is needed so that better methods may be devised
Jar using films and other media.

With this information per-

haps audio-visual materials can raise the level of learning
to 50 per cent or 70 per cent or even 100 per cent.

There

seems to be a great deal to be learned before audio-visual
materials can be used as precision tools in the process of
learning and communication.
This fact is borne out by the sudden rise of the new and
important area of inquiry known as communications study.

Not

only is it; important in education, but if Dewey 1s concept that
social life and communication are identical, research in
communications means research in all areas of human endeavor
applicable to understanding human beings and the way they live.
It may well be true that the ultimate fate of the world will
depend upon the understanding of the complex processes involved
in communication.

CHAPTER II
A NEW LOOK AT PERCAPTION
In order to see the complexity of the communication
process, it becomes necessary to effect some sort of breakdown of the basic aspects involved in a communication event.
The apparent need for such a breakdown has resulted in an
attempt on the part of research workers in the field of
communications to devise means of bringing about a unified
approach to the complex processes, speciali2ed technical
matters, and broad conceptual issues involved.

Their work

is an effort to construct a frameworlr which suggests an
approach to further investigation and at the same time provides a means whereby many diversified fields of endeavor
can communicate on related terms.
For example, one such model has structured the communication event into ten related aspects and areas of study:
Verbal Model
1.

Someone

2.

perceives an event

a.

and reacts

4.

in a situation

s.

through some means

6.

to make available materials

Areas of Study
Communicator and audience
research
Perception research and
theory
Effectiveness measurement
Study of physical, social,
setting
Investigation of channels,
media control over
facilities
Administration; distribution; freedom of access
to materials

8

Structure, organi2ation,
style, pattern
Study of communitatiue
setting, sequence
Content analysis; study of
meaning
Study of over-all changel

form
::sconte:ct

This model of communication is presented here only to
communications theory is beset with
areas which, although related in nature, are
to demand study and research as distinct aspects
'oj the communications field.

While these ten aspects "can

!serue ,to structure the field of communications study, they
s1-:,.epresent shifts of emphasis rather than tight compartments.

EiJn fact, nearly every aspect can be viewed in terms of any of
\t'he others. n2
One of these fundamental problems of the communications

,Process 1 ies in the field of perception.

If one is to under-

stand more clearly what takes place in a communication euent,
or in the learning process, an understanding of the nature of
perception is necessary.

This is true because perception can

be said to be the foundation of learning; the foundation upon
wh_ich understanding, th inking, reflective thought, and the
for-mation of attitudes and ideals are based.
The study of perception is certainly not new.

Philoso-

phers and educators have always been concerned 1JJith the sensory
mechanisms and the part they play as our constant contacts

1 George Gerbner,

Toward a General Model of Communication,"
Audio-Visual Communication Revi§J!l., IV (Summer, 1956), 173.
2Ibig_.

11
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·· world of things and events.

It appears, however,

study of perception is doing an about face.
~~foughout the history of modern psychology, until

i'fl~rt; recent times, perception has been treated as
~hough the perceiver were a pass~ve recording
of rather complex design. • • Such
ps_ychology, practiced in virto, has fallen short
of clarifying the nature of perception in everyday 1 ife. • • 3

l1Jnstrumen t

It· cannot be denied that experimental research, from the
.,Jj,ystological aspect, has been extremely useful and in its
·place has contributed to the study of man in general.
'·this does not tell the whole story.

But,

Relations between per-

''iiption and the pysiological processes do not tell the reason

':zw:n.y such relationships exist.
~o

The reason such relationships

exist will not be uncovered until the question of what

\function such relationships serve in the process of 1 iving is
>a,s"/&ed. 4

No one process can be isolated of all others.

11

Each

depends on others for its very existance in any of the on-going
participation which constitutes experience."5
For the most part, psychologists have been primarily concerned with the discovery of mechanical relationships or
t

interactions between an organism and an "objectively defined"
environment.

This search for objectivity in the study of

perception has lead to dichotomies such as organism vs.

3Jerome s. Bruner and Cecile c. Goodman, 11 Value and Need
as Organi2ing Factors in Perception," Journal 2..f.. Abnormal
Psychology, IVII ( January, 1947), p. ,.33.
4 Hadley Cantril, The 11 )hy~ Q.f Man'~ Experience, {New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1950 , p. 14.
5 Ibid.
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environment, subjective vs. objective, physiological vs.
psychological.

"The traditional mode of thinlring about man's

problems has invo.I ved setting up a

1

person' on one side and

an 'environment' on the other side and then studying the
interaction of one on the other." 6

It has always been an

easier task to show how a change in "objective" or

11

physiologi-

cal 11 facto rs could bring about "subjective II effects than to
reverse the process and explain the role "subjective" factors,
such as past experiences, loyalties, expectancies, and purpose,
play in determining the nature of perception.

It is also

quite obvious that the job of measuring the ''objective" stimulus situation or physiological factors is much simpler than
.measuring past experience, loyalties, etc.
The very

11

r:1

1

subjectiveness 11 of past experiences, values,

purposes, individual differences, and needs seems to have
lead to an "objective" type of scientific inquiry into perception as mentioned above.
In psychology it is difficult to find an approach
to human behavior that departs from the basic premise
of "objectivity. 11 Some psychologists fear they will
be critici2ed for being "unscientific" by their
fellow workers if they use "subjective" variables
which are difficult to measure accurately.a
Out of the theoretical conjus ion surrounding perception
has developed a feeling that in practice it is impossible to

6 Earl C. Kel.Zeu and li!arie I. RaseIJ, Education and the
lf.g,_tur§_ Q,f_ 11.an, (New·· York: Harper and BrotherS:--1952}, p. 32.
7 cantril,

QJ2.•

cit., p. 14

BKelley and Rasey, Q12• cit., p. 13.

11

leave values and purposes ou"t of consideration in scientific
robservation.

There is a growing trend in psychology toward

'la broader interpretation in wh i,ch perception is thought of

{in terms of the total behavior of man in the course of pur~lposeful action.
More and more we have come to understand that the
individual's behavi,or is not so much a function
of the physical stimulus as it is a function of
his perceptions of the events to which he is
exposed. It is the meaning of events to the individual rather than the externally observed nature
of events which seems crucial in behavior.9
As a result of this concept, and recent and growing
research that seems .to proue it, many psychologists are
beginning to study perception from this point of view.

They

~re attempting to observe and control behavior, not from an
external point of view, but from the point of view of the
individual.

The remainder of this paper will concern itself

with some findings of recent research in perception from this
broader interpretation and relate them to audio-visual
instruction.

9Arthur w. Combs, "Intelligence from a Perceytual Point
of View," Jou_rnal g;f. A,]!normal PsycholQQJl., XLVII (July, 1952),
pp. 662-613, cited from William A. Fullagar, Hal G. Lewis,
and Carroll F. Cumbee, Read inqs 12..r.· Educa-f}. i onal Psuchol o gv,
(New Yo rlr: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1956), p. 158.

CHAPTE'R III
RECENT RESE'ARCll IN PERCEPTION
Cantril says that '~sychologists, beginning especially
with Helmhol t2, have had a great deal to say. • • about the
role of past experience in determining what we are aware of
and how we ac t • • • • ttl

The viewpoint expressed by those

who look upon behavior as a function of perception is not
completely new.

But only in recent years have attempts been

made to stress, through experimental evidence, the way in
which past experiences, purposes and values determine the
significance which things in the environment "out there"
assume for individuals as they perceptuali2e.
Although there is bound to be disagreement among proponents
of the various perceptual theories when a new theory is
advanced, this, in itself, is not important nor is it anything
new to those who work with theoru development.
nothing sacred about theory.

"There is

Theory in any field of endeavor

is nothing more than a systematic explanation of events useful
to the purposes one has in view. 112

The workers who are

1 cantril, !212.• cit., p. 65.
2Arthur w. Combs, "Counseling As a Learning Process,"
Journal J2.1 Counseling_ Psychology, I (Winter, 1954), pp. 31-36,
cited from William A. Fullagar, Hal G. Lewis, and Carroll F.
Cumbee, Readinas .f2.r. Educational f.§.11.2.hology, (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1956), p. 69.
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a.ting time and effort to the study of perception in terms
past experience, values, etc., do not claim that this
roach to perception will answer all questions or problems
nected with the act of perceiving.

Nor does this writer

solves all the problems surrounding the use
audio-visual materials.

The last ten years, however, have

significant psychological research in the area
that cannot be ignored if educators wish to
erstand mo re clearly the part perception plays in commun ti,ons and learning.

The old objecti,ue theory of percepti,on

re man was thought of as a receiuing station for ltght

ftg,11s

reflected by the objects around hi,m seems too si,mple to

it;:t_·:.,.

fi,fcount for hi,s "knowing" of the world in which he liues.
The idea of teaching by precept, for example, has
long seemed too simple to account for what goes on
in the learning process. The1·e are too many
unanswered questions. Why is a fine painting better
than a photograph? In the usual concept of seei,ng
the photograph ought to be better than the painti,ng,
because it is more accurate and detailed. But i,t
fails to satisfy as the painting does. What do we
really mean by man and his environment? Where do I
leave off and my environment begin? And in saying
''I," do I refer to my brain, heart, eye, or toe? • ••
A considerable amount has been written lately
about the wholeness of man; in part it i,s meant by
this that man is one with his environment, that
the connection between man and his externality is
more close than has long been assumed • •• Perhaps
he makes his surroundings what they really are.
And this is whatqis meant by the oneness of man and
his environment.~

---·----------3Earl a. Kelley, Education .f2..r What is Real, {New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1947), p. 9-10.
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One of the most interesting and widely noted examples
of recent research which supports the assumption that behavior
is a function of the individual's field of perception has been
the work of a small group of men which began under the direction of Adelbert Ames, Jr., and was conducted at the Institute
of Associated Research in Hanover, New Hampshire.

The work

of this group, including Adelbert Ames, Jr., Hadley Cantril,
Merle Lawrence, Earl C. Kelley, and Ross L. Mooney, began
shortly after the Second World War.

The interpretations which

they have drawn from their experiments have developed into
what they--and many others--believe to be a new conception of
the nature of knowing and of observation.
Although the demonstrations devised at the Hanover
Institute deal with the nature of visual perceptions, this in
no sense denies the importance of the other avenues of
perception.

People hear, smell, feel, and taste.

Some knowledge

of the outside world is gained by muscular processes.

There

can be little argument that perceptions mean more when all
ways of knowing are brought to bear on surroundings, and when
_they support each other.

The Hanover demonstrations po int

up the fact that although vision was used as the basis for the
experiments, the other means of pe_rceiving are important to
the whole process and research is needed in these areas as
well as in the sense of sight.
Because the Hanover experiments have been throughly
covered in other writings, there will be no attempt in this

15

paper to give a comprehensive d esc ript ton of them all. 4

On.I y

a Jew of the demonstrations will be given in order to support
the assumption that behavior is a function of perception.
The "'1ube 11 Demonstration
The demonstration is as follows: Let us assume that
you. are the person going through the demonstration
for the first time. You are presented with three
separate peepholes about the size of the pupil of the
eye. You are asked to look through these holes in
turn. The material back of the holes is well lighted.
In each case you see a cube, with its three dimensions
and its square sides. The three cubes look substantially the same. All appear to be about the same
distance away.
Then you are permitted to 1 o o Jr behind the boards
th rough which the peepho.I es we re cut. When uo 1t do
this, you see that one of the holes really has a
wire cube behind it. Another, however, has a drawing on a plane, with scarcely any of the lines
running parallel. The third is a number of strings
stretched between wires running away from the eye.
Neither of the latter two looks at all like a cube
when viewed from behind the scenes. And yet the
thing perceived in each case was a cube. l!,'ven after
you !mow wha.t is behind the scene, if you look
_
through the peepholes again you still see cubes.D
The interpretation offered in the case of the "cube"
experiment po in ts up these two con cl us ions:

( a) characte ri s-

ties and qualities of things are not derived from the immediate outside world, (b) they are not derived from immediate
physiological stimulus patterns.

When viewed throuph peepholes

Ittleson, Th!!_ ~ Demonstration§.. in Pe_r_9eoti9n,
(Princeton, N. J.: Princeton Uniuersity l-'ress, 1952); Franklin
P. Kilpatrick, Human Behavior 1.J:.2!!1. the Transactional Point J2.[
l.iew, (Hanover, New Hampshire: Institute of Associated
Research, 1953).
4 vv. H.

5 Ke.Iley,

QJ2.•

.Qit., pp. 25-26.
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the .flat drawings and the strings on wire were as truly cubes
as the one which remained a cube no matter which way it was
viewed.
This means "that we do not get our perceptions from the
things around us, but that our perceptions come from us.
Since they do not come from the immediate (the present), and
obviously cannot come from the future, they must come from
the past.

If they come from ·the past, they must be based on

experience. " 6
This does not deny the existence of the external stimulus.
There would be no perception without it to send light stimuli
to the observer; but the things in the environment have no
meaning until the observer ascribes some meaning to the stimuli
received by the eye.
Moreover, that which is perceived is not determined by
the physiological stimulus pattern alone.

This experiment

shows that the same stimulus pattern, or retinal image, can
be produced by many external conditions.
Bu moving small cameras with ground glass over the
peepholes, it is possible to see what came to the
retina of the eye when you 1 oolr:ed. Each ground glass
displays a similar design, but it is not a cube. It
is a set of intersecting and non-parallel lines on
one plane. But because 7 of those lines on the retina,
you experienced a cube.

6 Ibid., p. 25.
7 Ibid.,

p. 28.
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It would seem that an explanation of the true nature of
sensation must be looked for in prior events that are related
to the immediate events.
The Star-Point Demonstration
•• • the subject sits in a dark room in which he can
see only two star points of light. Both are equidistant from the observer, but one is brighter than
the other. If the observer closes one eye and keeps
his head still, the brighter point of light looks
nearer than the dimmer one. Such apparent differences are related not only to brightness but also to
direction from the observer. If two points of light
of equal brightness are situated near the floor, one
about a foot above the other, the upper one will
generally be perceived as farther away than the lower
one; if they are near the ceiling, the lower one will
appear farther away.B
Under these conditions, the interpretation is that a person unconsciously "assumes 11 that the two points, being similar
in nature, are in all probability identical, and interprets
the difference in brightness as a difference in distance Jrom
him.

With regard to the star-points placed vertically one

above the other, the apparent explanation is that when an
individual looks down he assumes that objects in the upper part
of the field are farther away than objects in the 1 ower part.
When he looks up the opposite is true.

These assztmptions are

undoubtedly based on prior learning gained through experience.9

w. H. Ittleson and F. P. Kilpatrick, "Experiments in
Perception," Scientific American, VIIIV, (August, 1951), p. 50.
8

9 Ibid., p.

52.
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The "Balloon" Demonstration
A somewhat more complex experiment uses two partly
inflated balloons illuminated from a concealed
source. The balloons are in fixed positions about
one foot apart. Their relative sizes can be varied
by means of a lever control connected to a bellows,
and another lever controls their relative
brightness. When the size and brightness of both
balloons are the same, an observer looking at them
with one eye from ten feet or more sees them as
two glowing spheres at equal distances from him.
If the brightnesses are left the same ancl the relative sizes are changed, the larger balloon appears
to nearly all observers somewhat nearer. ~f the
size lever is moved continuously, causing continuous variation in the relative size of the
balloons, they appear to move dramatically back and
forth through space, even when the observer watches
with both eyes open. The result is similar when
the sizes are kept equal and the relative brightness is varied.
With the same apparatus the effects of size and
brightness may be combined so that they supplement
or conflict with each other. When they supplement
each other, the variation in apparent distance is
much greater than when either size or brightness
alone is varied. When conflict is introduced by
varying size and brightness in opposition to each
other, the relative change in distance is considerably less than when they act in combination or alone.
Most people, however, give more weight to relative
size than they give to brightness in judging distance.lo
The phenomenon of this demonstration is also apparently
based on past experience.

The interpretation is that indivi-

duals evidently make use of a weighted average of past
experiences in interpreting what they see.

A fairly common

experience_ is to find that two similar objects of different
sizes are actually the same distance away.

But to see two

stationary objects at the same distance, one growing smaller
and the other larger is very rare indeed.

----------1 Oib.
'
___J,_Q_.,
pp.

-o -0-1 •

0

In everyday 1 ife,
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when two identical or nearly identical objects change size,
they are in motion in relation to each other.

Therefore,

under experimental conditions, observers are more 1 ikely to
assume distance differences in the objects of changing size
than in those of fixed si2e. 11
"So the clues of bigness and brightness for determining
distance are both unreliable.

They will be substantially

correct most oJ' the time, so we use them.
trusted completely. 111 2

They are not to be

As in the "cube demonstration," when

it was learned that the name of an object does not lie in
the object itself, so in the balloon e:r:periment it can be
seen that distance and size are not absolute revelations of
"what is out there" but are based on probabilities or predictions arising from past experience.
The "Distorted Room" Demonstration
The fact that perception is a directive for action
is demonstrated in the laboratories of The Hanover
Institute by what is called the distorted room.
It is a box with one side open, so that we can look
into it. The right side is small, the left side
large, so that the floor, back, and ceiling have to
slant away from the right side, to meet the left.
The floor, therefore, sla~ts down to the left. The
right-hand corners are, therefore, much nearer than
the left-hand corners.
A metal ball hangs near the ceiling in the left-hand
corner, and a similar one hangs in the corresponding right-hand corner.
Now you put on a pair of glasses which shortens the
left side, and you see the room as rectangular. You

11 I b id • , p • 52 •
12Kelley,

QR_.

cit., p. 33.
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are asked to touch the left-hand ball with a stick.
You know the ball is far away, but you put the
stick where it appears to be. This does not touch
the ball, so you extend the stick farther and farther until you finally touch the ball. Now you are
asked to touch the other ball quickly. You far
overreach it and hit the back wall with the stick.
Finally you withdraw the stick enough to touch the
right-hand ball.
When you saw the room through the glasses, all
square, you knew intellectually that the room was
not that way. It was the present perception on
which you acted. That was your present reality.
Because the perception didn't fit the box, your
acti1n failed. But you could not act any other
way. 3
This is only one of a group of normal and distorted rooms
iesigned to show that ideas of what and where things are,
'Dhat they are good f'or, and so on, are based on a sort of
"weighted aver-age" resulting from a group of as su,mpti ons built
up from past exp~rience that have proved to be good bets for
2ction.
These assumptions are P,robabil ities only, but if
they proved highly reliable in past action, we
begin to think of them as certainties and we act
accordi~gly until other4experience show that our
assumptions are wrong.
In viewing the distorted room, the observer knew intellectually that the room was distorted but could not accommodate
himself to that knowledge until he acted.

His action with the

stick ,f'ailed at .first, proving that his perception of the room
was faulty, at least until he modi/ied his actions.

He could

have looked at the room f'or hours and never gained any further

1 3 Ibid., pp. 38-40.

1 4 cantril,

QR•

cit., p. 66.
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knowledge about it.

"If a perception is not acted upon, it

does not become important.

Reality comes from what we make

of our clues, received by our sense organs, when we act upon
them. 1115
The distorted room bears out the interpretation that
11

what we are aware of is not determined entire.Zy by the nature

of what is out there or by our sensory processes but that the
assumptions we bring from past experience, because they have
generally proved reliable, are involved in every perception
we have. "16
Demonstrations With Lines

Lf an observer in a dark room looks with one eye
at two lines of light which are at the same distance ~nd elevation but of different lengths, the
longer 1 ine will look nearer than the shorter one.
Apparently he assumes that the 1 ines are identical
and translates the difference in length into a
difference in position. ~f the observer takes a
wand with a luminous tip and tries to touch first
one and then the other, he will be unable to do so
at first. After repeated practice, however, he can
learn to touch the two lines quickly and accurately.
At this point he no longer sees the lines as at
different distances; thJ_~ now look, as they are, the
same distance from him.
This demonstration is further proof that assumptions are
made with regard to perceptions derived from past experiences.
In this experiment, the observer assumes that the two 1 ines
are the same length because that seems to be the best bet under

l5J(elley, QJ2.. cit., p. 40.
16 aantril, QJ2.. cit., p. 67.
1 7 Ittleson and Kilpatrick,

QJ2..

cijj_., pp. 54-55.
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the circumstances.

In testing this assumption through pur-

posive action, the observer found that his first assumption
was wrong.

Consequently, he had to choose an alternative
I

assumption, less probably in terms of past experience but
still possible, that the lines were of different lengths but
at the same distance.

As this assumption was tested, the

perception changed to the correct one.18
These a re but a few of the mo re than sixty demonstrations
that have been devised at the Hanover laboratories.

They are

not, however, the only experiments dealing with the problem
of past experiences, with respect to the nature of perception.
Jfonu interesting studies have been conducted, some as a direct
result of the interest aroused by the work done at Hanover.
Several examples of such experiments are:
Social Factors in Perception
The Hanover demonstrations have shown that certain physical
factors can distort an individual's way of seeing things.

It

has also been shown through erperimentation that personal
motives can have a similar efJ'ect.

No doubt everyone has had

perceptual e.rperi en ces where motivation served to bias the
perception.

It is so easy to overlook an infringement of the

rules by a player on the team the observer is supporting; or
actually to convince oneself that one did not see something
that would disrupt one's perceptual field.

. 18 Ibid., p. 55.

Bruner and Goodman
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conducted an interesting piece of research that shows the
operation of socially developed motivational forces in the
perception of physical size. 19

It was their prediction that

children would overestimate the size of a coin of high value
I

more than the size of a coin of low value.

They also said

that the overestimation would be greater for children from
poor families than children from well-to-do families.

The

experiment was as follows:
Subject. The subjects in the experiment were
thirty ten-year-old children of normal intellegence.
Ten of these children were the sons and daughters
of prosperous business and professional people, and
ten came from a settlement house in the slums.
Unfortunately the socioeconomic level of the other
ten is not specified by the experiments.
llethod. The children were seated at a table on
which a small box was placed, and on the end of the
box, facing the subject, there was a five-inch
square ground-glass screen. A nearly circular patch
of light was cast on the center of the screen by a
bulb with in the box. A knob in front of the box
was geared to a diaphragm in the box and the size
of the patch could be varied from one-eighth inch
to two foches in diameter by turning this Jr:nob.
The subjects in the control group sat at the
table and were qiven an opportunity to vary the
diaphragm from one extreme in size to the other.
After this introduction was completed they were asked
to match the size of the light with five disks that
the experimenter held, one at a ·time, in his hand.
These objects were medium gray cardboard disks
identical in size to a penny, a nickle, a dime, a
quarter, and a half dollar. Four estimates were
made on each object, two trials beginning with the
spot larger than the object to be matched, and two
with the spot smaller than the disk to be matched.
In one series they began by matching from the

19J. S. Bruner and c. G. Goodman, "Need and Value as
Organizing Factors in Perception, 11 Journal Q,f_ Abnormal g_nd
Social Psychology_, IVII, (January, 1947), pp. 33-44.
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smaller object on up to the larger, and the reverse
order was employed in the second series. No mention was made of money to this group.
The twenty experimental subjects were given the
same introduction and were then asked to estimate
from memory the size of a penny, nickle, dime,
quarter, and half dollar. Next they were shown
co ins in the same manner that the experimental
group had been shown the paper disks, and they
00
followed the same procedure in making their estimates.~
The results of this experiment indicate that coin value
influences the perception of objective size.

In the control

group, which worked with the paper disks, the estimation of
size was very close to the actual size of the paper dislrn
they were matching.

The experimental group, on the other

hand, overestimated the size of each coin and the degree of
overestimation was related to the monetary value of the coin.
By comparing the group which consisted of children from the

well-to-do families with the group consisting of' children
from poor families, it was also confirmed that the error in
estimation was greater for the poor children than it was
for the well-to-do children.

This would support the hypothesis

that degree of estimation of coin size will vary with the
.
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d egree o f nee d an d experience.

This experiment has illustrated another characteristic of our perceptual reactions. Again, . • • it
is seen that the organism puts something into the
objective physical situation, and the result is a
distortion of this physical objectivity. In the

2 0Willard L. Va.Zentine and Delos D. Wickens, Experi"lJl§Jlj;;al Foundations of General Psychology, ~Vew York: Rinehart
and Company, 1949), pp. 323-324.
21 Tnid., p. 324.
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present instance the distorting facto~ 2 is a
· socially acquired motivational force.
Verbali2ation and Perception
When an event or object is seen by several individuals,
and they are asked to describe it, more than likely there
will be many different descriptions of what was seen.

While

some of the descriptions will conform closely to the event,
others will vary greatly.

Since it was felt that verbal

stimuli (words) heard at the time of perceiving might be one
of the factors controlling what was seen, Carmichael, Hogan,
and Walters conducted an. experiment to see if th is we re true. 23
This experiment was conducted in the foll owing manner:
Method. They constructed ,first a series of twelve
relatively ambiguous figures • • • The names were
then assigned to each figure • •• The figures were
then presented to the subjects by means of a device
which timed the. period of exposure so that it was
the same for each figure. Preceding each figure
there was a pause during which no figure appeared
in the opening of the exposure device.
Three groups of subjects were employed. They
were all told that they were to be shown a list
of twelve figures, and after the list was shown
they were to attempt to reproduce each of them.
If they failed to do so, the list would be
repeated until they succeeded.
This was all that was told the control group, but
groups one and two were given additional information.
Before each figure was presented the experimenter
would state, "The next figure resembles • • • 11 For
group one the words of list I were given, and group
two were given the words of list II.

2 3L. Carmichael, I-l. P. Hogan, and A. A. Walters, 11An
Experimental Study of the Effect of Language on the Reproduction of Visual 1 y Perceived Form, 11 Jo urn al Q.f. Exnerimen tal
Psycho19..Jl.Jj_, XV (April, 1932), pp. 73-86.
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Results. After all the data were collected, the
experimenters sorted the drawings into categories
based on the degree of resemblance to the stimulus
figure. They then took a group of 905 drawings
which departed most markedly from the visual stimuli
and found the number of these which could be classified as visual representations of the figures
named.24
The results obtained from this experiment demonstrate
that visual perceptions can be distorted by verbal stimuli
presented at the time of visual stimulation.
One may generalize and see more meaning in these
data than the mere distortion of nonsense figures
by words in a laboratory experiment. It • ••
should make us wary of the description we and
others give of any event; for in the process of
describing we may distort the event. Once we have
distorted it, we will remember it in this incorrect
form.25
Other interesting studies have been conducted along
these same lines.

Riesen, after conducting exhaustive

research with chimpanzees raised in total darkness and then
studied when subjected to light, has made the statement
that a re-evaluation is needed in the area of perception and
learning.

His findings substantiate the fact that visual

perceptions must be learned and initial learning will effect
future perceptions depending upon the degree of the initial
learning. 26

24 Valentine and Wickens,

Q.12.•

cit., p. 320.

25Ihid., p. 322.
26A. Riesen, "The Development of Visual Perception in l!!an
and Chimpanzee, 11 Science, CVI (August, 1947), pp. 107-108.
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Similar studies and their findings seem to indicate that
behavior, to a very great extent, is a function of perception
because it is the percepts, whether accurate or inaccurate,
that form a basis for action. 27
From the research that has been given, especially the
Ames demonstrations, the foll owing hypothesis have been advanced
in explanation of the process of perceiving.
1.

They are: 28

The immediate objective or environmental conditions,

in their own right, do not necessarily determine what is
perceived.
2.

The physiological stimulus pattern does not necessarily

determine what is perceived.
3.

The perceptions received by the observer represent,

for him, the most likely course for action based upon his past
experience.

This prognosis for action is something the per-

ceiver makes for himself out of his past experience and the
present circumstances.

Furthermore, that which is experienced

is not a direct copy of the existing physiological environment;
it is only a "guess",

a.

weighted average, or a good

11

bet"

based upon all the previous experience the observer brings to
the situation.

27A. H. Hastorf, "The Influence of Suggestion On the
Relationship Between Stimulus Si2e and Perceived Distance,"
Journal .Q.f. Psychology, L, (1950), pp. 195-217; A.H. Hastorf
and A. L. Knutson, "Motivation, Perception and Attitude C:hange,"
Psychological Revjew, LVI, (March, 1949), pp. 88-94.
28Kelley,

QQ•

cit., pp. 24-48.
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4.

The past experience which the observer brings to a

given situation as a result of his perceptions reflects an
11

assumpti ve form-world II built up out of his past experiences.

Through our perceptions and the resulting purposive actions
individuals create for themselves a set of assumptions which
serve as guides and bases for future actions.

The assumptive

form-world is modified as perceptions are acted upon, and thereby tested.
5.

A truer understanding of perception results when

human behavior is conceived as a "transaction" in which the
individual and the environment are not regarded as independent entities merely affecting or conditioning each other.
The term "tra.nsacti on II carries the double implication
(1) that all parts of the situation enter into it
as active participants, and (2) that they owe their
very existence as encountered in the situation to
this fact of active participation and do not appear
as already existing entities merely interacting with
each other without effecting their own identity.29
This implies that perception is of a functional character.
It must be regarded as a transaction involving both the organism and the environment.

Perceptions are not the result of

the activity of the organism, incependently considered as
acting upon, or reacting to, the environment.

Consequently,

they are not derived from the environment independently considered as stimulating or acting upon the organism.

29w. H. Ittleson and Hadley Cantril, Perception, A
Transactional Approach, {New York: Doubleday and Company,
1954}, p. 5.

29

Ne it her the concept of "sel,f-acti on" nor that of
''interaction" successfully describes the phenomenon
of perception. The proper term is "transaction."
It is the "interoccurrence" or happening itself
that takes place between organism and environment.30
It is impossible to understand the organism or the
environment adequately without taking this interrelati,onship
into account.

According to this point of view, any object

derives part of its nature from its participation in a total
situation.
Perception, then, can be defined as an awareness regarding the consequences resulting from actions, based upon past
experiences, with respect to carrying out some purpose that
might have value for the perceiver.

Perceptions result in

purposeful actions that result from value-judgements.

This

in turn creates for the perceiver the world within which he
has his life's experiences and through which he strives to
gain his satisfactions.

30
.li'loyd II. Allport, Theories Q.f. Percevtion and the aoncept
Q,[_ Structure, (New Yorlr:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1955),
p. 280.

CHAPTER IV
IllPLI{]ATIONS OF THE BROADER APPROACH TO
PERfJEPTION FOR AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTION

In attempting to explore the relationships between
audio-visual instruction and the broader approach to perception as covered in the preceding chapter, there are several
points that should receive some discussion.

First, the

preceding assumptions concerning perception are not entirely
new.
time.

:Many individuals have been aware of them for a long
In fact, there is no idea that has been touched upon

which cannot be found frequently in educational literature-both from a philosophical as well as a psychological point
of view.

The importance attached to the present concepts

comes from the fact that they are derived from demonstrations
rather than logic, intuition, and wisdom.

This is extremely

imvortant because manu workers in the various sciences are
L

~

'

unwilling to accept concepts other than those which can be
demonstrated in terms of the material world, and. who also
insist that any demonstrations be of such a nature that they
can be repeated by others.

This is not a criticism of this

method, but because th is approach to perception is supported
by evidence which can be demonstrated, skeptics who believe
that subjective factors a,re unimportant in perception can be
given proof that they themselves can test.
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Further, any implications for audio-visual instruction
will be selected as individuals select in any perceptual
situation, and the selection itself is a part of perception.
This, however, seems consistent with the transactional
approach since the ideas that follow will be a result of the
writer's perceptions developed from his own unique past
e::cperience and baclcground.

Also, there can be no doubt that

possible implications will be omitted.

Those that are pre-

sented are the ones which this writer "sees" at the present
time.
Finally, audio-visual instruction is a very broad field
in itself.

Ideally, it would be extremely helpful if impli-

cations could be drawn and applied to specific kinds of
materials in terms of their unique and distinctive characteristics.
But the diversity and ~ariety of available instructional
materials, plus the many objectives for which they are used,
places this approach outside the realm of this pdper.

There

is a need, however, for further research in which the implications are tested tn terms of specific materials and
objectives.

But for the purposes of this paper, the implica-

tions will of necessity be those which seem to be applicable
to the whole field of audio-visual instruction.
As already pointed out, perception must be viewed from
two different aspects; the objective stimulus situation as it
exist~, and the more subjective aspect of the perceiver.

The

way in which they transact in a situation will determine the
behavior on the part of the perceiver.
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Although the transactional approach leans very heavily
upon the side of the perce ·iver and his use of past experiences
in the perceiving process, it does not deny the importance of
the stimulus situation itself.

It merely puts the greatest

emphasis upon the individual, where in all probability it
belongs.

But the fact that there must be a stimulus to impinge

upon the sense organs for a percept to develop means that this
side of perceiving must be considered.

This is especially

important to audio-visual matericils.
While the environment as a whole presents stimulus situations over which the perceiver has little control as an
individual, the learning situation is a controllable form of
activity in which many of the stimuli present are made available to the perceiver through various means (one being
instructional material~) and thereby making the situation more
meanin:7ful.

By this is mean-t that the use of materials is a

planned part of the situation ana is controlled as far as
when, where, and how they are used.

They are objective in

nature due to the fact that they are normally capable of producing the same stimulus sensations at all times.

Whether

or not the perceiver is affected by the stimulus sensations
provided by the materials is an individual matter involving
subjective factors.
Because it is impossible to discuss one aspect of perception clearly separated from the others, the implications
will overlap as far as their relationship to audio-visual
materials are concerned.

The implications are as follows:
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Cue Util i2ation
From the stand po int of the stimulus itself, the preceding research has shown that the individual weighs a large
number of cues in the course of arriving at a percept.

It

would seem, then, that the stimulus is important to perception
to the degree that it is capable of providing cues which the
perceiver can use in giving meaning to the situation.

In an

interesting article on perceptual readiness, Bruner classifies cues as certain defining or criterial attributes in the
input (stimulus) that helps the perceiver place the input
into one category of identity rather than another. 1
That is an orange, he states, or he presses a lever
that he has been "tuned 11 to press when the object
that he "perceives" is an orange. • • • The
category need not be elaborate: "A sound," "a
touch," "a pain, 11 are also examples of categorized
inputs. The use of cues in inferring the categorial
identity of a perceived object • • • is as much a
feature of perception as the sensory stuff from
which percepts are made. What is interesting about
the nature of the i~ference from cue to identity in
perception is that it is in no sense di.fferent
from other kinds of categorial inferences based on
de.fining attributes.
,,That thing is round and
nubbly in texture and orange in color and of
such-and-such size--therefore an orange; let me
now test its other properties to be sure. 11 In
terms of process, this course of euents is no
different from the more abstract task of looking
at a number, determining that it is divisible only
by itself and unity, and -there¥on categorizing it
in the class of prime numbers.

1 Jerome S. Bruner, "On Perceptual Readiness,
cal:.. Review, VIIV, (March, 1957), p. 123.
2 Ibid.

11

Ps11chologj_-
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This indicates that oues are an essential factor in
developing percepts just as percepts are essential in the
building of concepts.
The Ames demonstrations and other experiments also show
that cues can develop faulty perceptions.

Such obvious cues

to visual perception as si2e, distance, and brightness can
lead to error.

Words, presented as auditory cues along with

visual cues, can produce the same results.

The fact that

faulty perceptions can be aroused by cues that have been
accurate in the past is because most individuals are inclined
to trust cues too much.

When this happens, objects and events

become absolute in the eyes of the observer with the result
that all things are thought of as the same to everyone.

The

reason for this is no doubt due to the /act that obvious
cues to perception usually seem reliable, and so they are
announced as perfect.

Ordinarily, perceptions are so satis-

factory as to provide a useful guide to action; in fact, it
is because obvious cues are so reliable that they are trusted

in situations when they should not be trusted and, therefore,
lead to error.
Thus, a perceptual situation., to be meaningful, seems
dependent upon the cues available at the time of perception
and the ability of the individual to refer those cues to some
class of things or events.

Thus the importance of past

experience.
Some objects or events are so distinctive that teachers
can easily tell the pupil what characteristics to look /or.
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At other times, perception reoutres extremely fine discrimination of cues.

Although the Ames demonstrations have dealt

primarily with cues to vision that all persons with so-called
normal sensory capacities develop to a high degree in order
to cope with their everyday environment, the use of audio-visual
materials often requires the use of more subtle cues.

In

si,tuations where the mind must interpret on the basis of
delicate cues, ~arners who are untrained or lack experience
are probably inattentive to such cues, or if they notice
them, they do not make use of the information provided by
them.

Perhaps this is due to the fact that theµ do have an

appropriate category of things and events in which to place
them; consequentlu, a lack of appropriate experience.
Since audio-visual materials can be considered stimuli
prouiding cues for the learner, one consideration which should
be given to them as teaching tools is their ability to provide
adequate and accurate cues that will be useful to the individual.
The mere fact that a stimulus provided by an instructional
aid can arouse visual, auditory, or tactile sensations does
not mean that it will accomplish the
is used.

Jjec-+;ives for which it

ri 7

Unless the materials provide cues upon which the

observer can capitalize, they will not be effective tools of
c0Ti12im i cation.
In situations where concepts are being developed with
which the learner has had little or no previous experience,
he can often depend upon only the most obvious cues.

If these

are not provided, an accurate percept is not likely to develop.
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But, as percepts are built upon in terms of obuious cues, a
great many new cues may be discovered which will help in
selecting the correct response the next time a similar situation is encountered.

This process of cue acquisition no

doubt eJ.:pla ins why the experienced person, or the one who has
generalized in terms of his already acquired concepts, often
requires fewer cues than the beginner.
Needless to say, audio-visual materials provide cues in
varying degrees.

Not only do they vary in providing cues to

one or more of the senses, but they al so vary in their ability
to provide obvious or subtle cues.

The latter is due to

their own degree of concreteness or abstractness.

The more

abstract they become, the fewer obvious cues they are likely
to present and the more subtle the cues tend to be.

This,

of course, will ultimately depend upon the ability of the
individual to use the cues available.

Again, the importance

of past experience.
Thus, from the stimulus side of perceiving, those things
in the environment, such as audio-visual materials, ~ust
provide the perceiver with cues which can be used effectively
in the development of perceptions.

Educators interested in

the area of audio-visual materials as means of communication
in the learning process need to determine more accurately the
role of cues in the production and selection of audio-visual
materials; their emphasis in terms of the various kinds of
materials; the kinds of cues desirable for particular learning situations and objectives; and the usability of cues in
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terms of the perceiver.

Research in this area may provide more

meanin~ful information as to why audio-visual materials are
effective teaching devices, plus evidence concerning their
relative ability to provide cues, both singly and in combination.
The Abstract and the Concrete
The variability of responses in individuals and in the
same individual from time to time, is related to a characteristic of communications termed ambiguity.

The more amb1'.9uous

a stimulus situation, the greater the variability of response
is likely to be.

A study of ambiguous situations should show

the importance of cues in the process of perceiving.
Perhaps the greatest assumed advantage of audio~visual
materials is that they are less ambiguous than abstract spoken
or writ-ten symbols.

No doubt th is , is true, depend i n_g_ upon the

materials with respect to the individual and the instructional
objectives.

Common sense has always told us that objects and

events are more concrete than words.

The broader approach to

perception, as outlined by the transactional approach, seems
to cast doubt on this age old assumption.

Perception, from

the point of view of those who have worked at the Hanover
Institute,

is a dectsion process based upon the utilization

of cues which provide a kind of "summing up" or "weighted
average" of meaning resulting from past e:rperience as appropriate to the present situation.

Every perception, regarded in

th is way, can be said to be a, kind of abstraction.

It would

appear, in ..light of this concept, that the differ•ences -that
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were thought to exist between words and perceptions may not
exist.

Ross L. llooney has th is to say about perceptions and

words:
We are quite 1 ikely to assume that words and perceptions are two quite different sorts of things. However, it becomes quite clear, when ~e stop to think
about it, that words and perception are the same
kind of phenomena. Indeed, words are perceptions.
When we hear a spoken word, our ears are receiving
sound waves; when we see a written word, our eyes
are receiving light rays. As children, we come to
know the "meaning" of a spoken word with the same
operations we use to come to know the '~eaning" of
a squeaking door, a barking dog, or a clap of
thunder. Similarly, we come to know the "mean ingt'
of a written word with the same operations we use
to come to know the "meaning" of a red ball, a
square, room, or a moving human figure.3
This means, of course, that if words and perceptions are
the same kind of psychological phenomena, careful consideration must be given in making any assumptions about their relative concreteness or abstractness.

"Concrete and abstract

must be considered as relative; they do not exist in the
absolute." 4

Certain words may be abstract to one person and

concrete to others; likewise with objects and events.

It

may be possible that all perceptions, words included, involve
abstractions.

Therefore, it becomes somewhat misleading to

generalize that perceptions, as such, are more concrete than
words.

Regardless of whether the stimulus is provided by a

3L. Mooney, Perceptio!l., Language, Qnd the Part Whole
Pro bl em,
( Col um bus, Ohio: Bureau of Educational Research,
Ohio State University, 1951), p. 9.
4 charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr., and Sariwel B.
Zisman, Visnali2inn .the Curriculum, (New York: The Dryden
Press, Inc,, ,1937), .p.19.
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so called "concrete" object or event, or an abstract symbol
such as a word, the response made by the individual is tied
up intimately with previously acquired experience and habit
systems as they transact with the present situation.

It is

quite conceivable, in fact almost probable, that an actual
experience, picture, film, etc. can be just as ambiguous as
written or spoken language.

"When stimuli interact in an

individual with previously organized knowledge, values or
habit systems, relevant parts of these organizations are
activated or ~eleased." 5

It is almost impossible to predict

which parts will be released, without a thorough kn owl edge
of the individual and his past experiences.

Naturally, this

is a goal which can only be partially accomplished, but
stresses the importance of knowing as much as possible about
each individual in terms of his past experiences.

Knowledge

of the individual should help in producing, selecting, and
utilizing materials which will release those parts of previously organized meanings most useful to the learning situation in which the person finds himselJ. 6

Although this is a

highly complex problem. in which experimental evidence is
needed, the answer seems to lie somewhere within the transaction of the perceiver and the stimulus.

5 c. R. Carpenter, "Psychological Concepts and Audio-Visual
Instruction," Audio-Visual Communication Review, V, {Winter,
1 957), p. 365.
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The Time Factor
The primary responsibility for learning any subject and
integrating it into a '~ife frame" is that of the individual.
Thia requires effort and time for organization of separate
facts and bits of information into meaningful wholes.

How

quickly meaning develops often depends upon the continuity
or organization of perceptual experiences.

Therefore,

processes of organization are of basic import~nce in presenting audio-visual materials as aids to learning.

This implies

that instructional materials can be utilized more effectively
when they are systematically organized than when they are
presented as individual entities.

"What can be done by

instructors should be done to encourage and facilitate organization of learning in frames of reference of importance or
significance, of usefulness, both now and in the future, of
relevance to valid learning objectives." 7
To accomplish this, the user must understand the importance
of time as afactor in perception.

Perception involves time.

There·must be sufficient exposure for effective perception to
occur.

Differentiation through cues will be in part a

function of how long the individual has been in touch with
experiences.

This principle is Jamil iar to anyone who has

loolred at a paintinq for a long period of time.

The number

of perceptions which can be made are almost limitless if one
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looks long enough from varying positions and if the looking
is involved in a time series of other experiences.
When thinking of time as a limiting factor upon perception, it is necessary to keep in mind that it is the individual's duration with an experience that is important~

To an

observer, it may appear that an individual is confronted with
an experience, but from the individual's point of view there
may be no contact at all.

As research has shown, perception

is an internal, individual phenomenon and may be quite
different from that of another person, even in the same
situation, and may also vary in the same individual from time
to time.
For this reason, repetition and variation of stimulus
materials over time becomes one oJ' the most important factors
in the ~arning process.

It may be said generally, that

nothing absolutely new is learned effectively from one exposure.
Repetition functions not only to reinforce and extend learning,
but to make it more enduring.

Repetition, especially with

variations, provides time for learning and time is essential.
Therefore, one of the fundamental considerations with respect
to audio-visual materials ts the rate of presentation in terms
of the comprehension rates of students.

Not only does the

rate of presentation and ability to comprehend interact with
each other, but other factors s 'ch as number, complexity, and
1

subjective nature of the materials are most important in
de term in ing the time factor.

Repetition, variation, and rate

of presentation are factors which should be investigated for
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all instructional materials.

Factors such as these are

expecially difficult to estimate for such media as educational
films and television "where student responses cannot regulate
the predetermined or remotely determined rate of presentation. 11 8
Decisions must be made, however, in terms of the time factor
if materials are to be used to their maximum efJiciency.
ti1re alone is not sufficient for perception to occur.

But

Several

of the Ames demonstrations (Demonstrations with Lines and the
Distorted Room) show that an individual can merely look at a
situation for any length of time and never see the situation
as it really exists.

In order for a perception to attain

meaning, action must be involved.
The Action Factor
Although there are times--relatively rare in modern busy
life--when perception is concerned with the sense qualities
of the situation in which the perceiver finds himself, for
the most part, individuals are heeding what is demanded of
them by others or by themselves.

Situations, for the most

part, are action structured, in that people are moving toward
a goal or a purpose.

In perception, the perceiver attends to

those patterns that are relevant to his actions. 9

8

Ibid., p. 369.

9Harry S. Broudy and Eugene L. Freel, Psychologu For
General Education, {New York: Longmans, Green and Company,
1956}, pp. 223-225.
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The Ames experiments bring out the importance of action
to perception.

In the distorted room (that appears normal)

action was necessary in order to bring about a change in
perception that resulted in the observer seeing the room as
it really existed.

This im?Jlies that the learner must be

engaged in lines of continuous action by which his perceptions
are changed and enriched.

This calls for an optimum level oj

carefu.Il y s elected sensory con tacts with what ever is pertinent to his developing purposes and interests.
It mnst be remembereci, however, that selective processes
are operating at all levels oj experience.

The process of

selectivity has been discussed to such an extent in psychology
booJ;;s that there is no need to clarify it ,,.-f'urther than to say
that in~iuiduals will select out of a perceptual situation
those patterns that .fit his purposes, 71,eeds, and interests
at the time of perceiving.
In any .CJiven situation, the individual interposes his
whole life history between the stimulus and the response.
For this reason, responses (action) from given stimuli cannot
be expected to be ·the same for all stucents.
What is presented to be seen, heard or otherwise
sensed has been subject to selective procedures by
the culture, the institution, and certainly by the
teacher. Furthermore, selectivity operates at the
level of cogniti~n or und~rstanding. 1 ~hen in turn,
responses are maae selectively • • • •

----------lOcarpenter, QQ• £it., p. 365.
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How this selectivity affects the utilization of audio-visual
materials is an area where additional information is needed.
This much can be stated, however; selective filters dooperate in the chain of communication, resulting in the fact that
what is presented and what is accepted and learned can be
quite di.fferent.
Perception also involves an understanding of the full
range of actions inherently involved in learning and the
reinforcement of learning which results from these actions.
All learning does not result from overt activity, but covert
activities such as seeing, hearing, thinking, abstracting,
deducing, generalizing, inferring, and concluding are all
activities intimately involved in learning.

Therefore, the

type of activity selected, through which learning will
develop, will depend upon the level of development of the
individual and the requirements of the learning tasks in
terms of the sensory contacts made available.

There is one

fact about which there can be little doubt; learning cannrit
take place without action and action cannot occur without
perceiving.
The Factor of Motivation
So far, this chapter has dealt primarily with the importance of the factors of perception with respect to individual
differences.
is a recl one.

This problem of individual differences, however,
Our present educational practices require that

students "who vary greatly in their abilities, strenqths of
motivation, interests, and conceiued aoals of achievement must
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acquire a defined and limited body of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes. ,~ll

In terms of what has been learned about per-

ception, this task is indeed a difficult one.
Most educational methods are directed at the provision
of perceptions for the student.

He is lectured, required,

shown, exhorted, and coerced to perceive what someone thinks
he should.

It seems possible, in light of what is known about

perception from recent research, that with equal energy
devoted to the matter of creating needs, goals, and values,
in students, rich and varied perceptions might be more
efficiently produced.

Prom the aspect of utilization then,

audio-visual materials should be looked upon as one means of
increasing and directing the motivations of learners~
Dr. Ralph W. Tyler, Director of the Center for Advanced
Study in Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, California, in
identifying mine conditions of learning, has placed motivation, or the learner's drive to action based on interest and
propelling force to learn, at the top of his list.1 2
Al so, a "general result of extensive research on
audio-visual materials and methods is that the stimulus
characteristics of materials can be systematically varied
over a very wide range without producing significant variation

lllbid., p. 366.
12L. Lloyd Trump, New Horizons ls!.r.. Se~ondaru School
Teacher~, (Gregory Hall, Urbana, Illinois: Commission on the
Experimental Study of Utilization of the Staff in ihe Secondary
School, n.d.), p. 23.

t

;-
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in the measured learning of students."13

Although this is

difficult to interpret, the results seem to be related "to
theories and assumptions which overemphasize the potency of
immediate stimulation and underemphasi2e t.he importance of
motivational processes which are intraorganismic and which
operate in the 1 ife history of individual learners. u14
This interpretation of audio-visua.l research supports
the transactional approach to perception and seems to indicate
that the amount and kind of learning is predominately determined by the capacities and motivational processes of the
individual learner rather than the stimulus si-tuation.

This

concept does not imply, however, that the stimulus is not
important but merely shifts the emphasis more to the side of
the perceiver than the stimulus.

The research already cited

has shown that meanings do not exist in the stimulus-object
itself.

Meanings may be activated by visual ( and other

sensory) stimuli, but they are not a part of the activating
stimuli themselves.

Reality does not exist alone in objects,

pictures, words, or any of the other instructional media.
JJif ferentiation of meaning must come from the learner.
Consequently, audio-visual materials, through proper
utilization, may provide a richness and variety of perceptions
which will help increase such motivation~l processes and
forces as interest, the need, desire or wish to learn.

13carpenter, !2I2.· Qit., p. 363.
14zoio~.

In

order to accomplish the desired motivation, however, the
utilization of audio-visual materials requires continuous
judgements of their relevance to the individuals to be taught.
It cannot be assumed that certain materials will be as
effective with all learners.

Research into perception has

shown that past e;cperiences, habits, modes of ·thought, needs,
and values are all personalistic.

This means, of course,

that materials may be ineffective unless they a,re releuant
to the 1 ives and goals of students.

This ,f'urther implies

that teaching materials will be effective depending upon
their degree of personal relevance to individual students.
These considerations indicate tha~ instructional materials
can be most effective on.ly in terms of their "avproprlate..
.

·'-

ness • •• to abilities and levels of achievement of students,
their activated or latent interests, their effective motivation and their accepted objectives of academic achievement. "15
Probably the only means present in reaching the common
defined object i ues and standards of 1 earning is bu using
many different approaches, difJ'erent materials and methods, at
varying rates and at different stages of the development of
individuals.

Tyler,

in conducting an experimen·t at Ohio

State University in regard to the teaching of sciences came
to this conclusion:
The experiments in the teaching of zoology show
that some students effectively learn the principles

l.5Ibid., p. 364.
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of zoology through certain types of laboratory
projects, others through demonstrations and problems,
others th.rough other kinds of experiences. No one
series of learning activities has proved equally
effective with all students. This fact seems to me
to demand a much wider range of materials • •• ; that
is, the learning activities in which students may
engage need to be extended greatly. Furthermore,
this expansion of possible learning activities
should be supplemented by a means of discovering
for the students where their difficulties are and
~f suggesting what kinds of activities will be most
helpful to them in overcoming these di~ficulties
in 1 earn ing.16
This complex area of knowing how and when to use the many
different audio-visual materials in terms of the individual's
motivation, interests, needs, etc. offers a complete area of
investigation; one which must be investigated in order to do
a better job of teaching through instructional materials.
The Factor of SelJ-Concept and Threat
The self-concept and threat as ,f'actors in percept ion have
been le.ft till now beceuse psychologists are just beginning to
undfJrstand the important ef.fects of self-concept and threat
upon perceptions and behavior.

In terms o.f learning through

aud io-uisual materials, this writer knows of no research to
determine how these 1;ariables affect the use of communication

16Ralph Tyler,

"Prevailing Jilisconceptions,,, Journal Q.f
Higher Education, IV (June, 1933), pp. 286-289, cited from
Edgar Dale, "The Problem o.f Communication as Related to the
Education of Teachers, 11 Audio-Visual Materials in Teacher
Education, twenty-Ninth Yearbook Q.f_ the Association .for
Student Teaching_, edited by Howard T. Batchelder, (Ann Arbor,
.Mfohigan: Edwards Brothers, Inc., 1950), p., 5.
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devices.

The fact that they e.T:ist as factors of perception,

however, means that they must be given consideration.
If it is true that how an individual perceives himself
has a selective effeet upon his perceptual field, this very
fact will affect how he receives and benefits from the
materials presented to him.

It seems logical to assume that

a learner who has developed a concept of himself as unable
to do a particular thing is likely to try and avoid certain
experiences and thus by-pass the very experience which might
change his concept of self.

It is also logical to assume that

certain situations might force experiences upon students that
merely support their concept of self and th ere by do mo re harm
than good.
Consequently, how an individual looks upon certain
experiences in terms of self-concept seems to have some
bearing upon the materials used in the learning situation.
This area certainly requires much additional information and
research.

Who can say how much damage is done in ouT' schools

by requiring all students to jump through the same hoop, perform the same tasks in the same way, learn through the same
sensory experiences, and then when some fail to accomplish
the task at hand tell them they are incapable.

If learning

through audio-visual materials does not provide experiences
that help build adequate concepts of self, then they should
not be used.

It should be possible, however, if chosen wisely

to use comnunication devices to produce more adequate perceptions by an effort at producing more adequate aefinitions
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of self.

The possibilities seem tremendous .but the surface

has hardly been scratched with regard to the problem -0f
self-concept.
The factor of threat also becomes an important consideration i,f the fundamental assumption that behavi,or i,s a function
of perception is correct.

The perception by the indivi,dual

of threat to hi,mself seems to have at least11no major effects
upon the perceptive field.
The first of these is that perception of threat to self
seems to have a restrictive effect upon what can be perceived.
When threat is present, there appears to be a narrowing oJ'
the perceptive field to the object of threat.

Such limiting

factors must have a bearing upon perceptions available to the
individual.

Whether or not audi,o-vi,sual materials are

capaple of producing such a reaction is an area where information is lacking.

It is not inconceivable, however, to assume

that under certain conditions the possibility might exist.

It

is also quite possible that the use of certain materials are

also an effective means of preventing such threat.

But this

is a problem that will remain unanswered until further

experimentation is carried out with respect to the problem of
restriction brought on by threat.

It is an area that certainly

offers possibilities.
The second effect of threat upon perception deals with
the defense reactions induced in the individual on perceiving
himself to be threatened.

Not only does threat narrow the

field and reduce the possibility of wide perceptions, but
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causes the individual to protect and cling to the perceptions
he already holds.

This, of course, is exactly the situation

teachers must guard against.

As already pointed out, if

audio-visual materials can help prevent such a situation
learning should be improved.

The question is how to be sure

that the materials always contribute to the learning situation
rather than build up a situation that develops threat to the
self-concept.

An answer to this question would certainly con-

tribute greatly to the whole problem of learning and the use
of communication devices.1 7
Thus, from the transactional point of view, perception
involves the entire range of human behavior involving all
aspects of a situation including the social and the symbolic.
Perception is never merely an appeal to the senses, nor is
a perception ever a sure thing but only a prediction of the
best possible bet for carrying out purposes through action.
The thing perceived is an inseparable part of the function
of perceiving, which in turn includes all aspects of the total
process of living.

Object and percept are part and parcel

of the same thing.
This conclusion points out implications for many areas
of study, for some assumption concerning perception underlies
any philosophy or theory of psychology; of science or of

l 7A.rthur W. Combs, "Intelligence from a Perceptual Po int
of View, 11 Journal Q.,[ Abnormal PsuchoJ.2...m1., XLVII (July, 1952),
pp. 662-613, cited from William A. Fullagar, Hal G. Lewis,
and Carroll F. Cumbee, Readings .f2.r.. Educational Ps~choloQJJ.,
(New Yorlr: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1956T:J>p. 167-171.
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knowledge in general.

With respect to audio-visual instruc-

tion and research, the following seem to be some of them:
Because audio-visual materials, for the most part, are a
controllable factor of a learning situation, considerable
emphasis should be given to their ability to provide sufficient and accurate cues upon which perception is dependent.
This emphasis will be governed in large measure by the individuals upon whom the materials are used because meaning derived
from the cues presented must come from the perceiver.

For

this reason, such factors as motivation, interest, ualue,
need, self-concept, time and purposeful action, must be considered as possible influences upon how the cues provided by
the materials are selected and used in developing percepts.
Consequently, because these factors are ever present
and affect each other as they transact within a situation, it
is difficult if not impossible to determine accurately what
an individual will learn from a discrete stimulus situation
as such.

Instead, their effec-tiveness as communications

devices will depend upon the indiviaual as he learns through
a series of other experiences involving additional sensory
contacts with the environment.

Audio-visual materials will

be effective in so far as they make it possible, or easier,
for individuals to carry out their purposes.

As they help

learning through provision of adequate perceptions, and provide new ways of perceiving, the individual's assumptive
form-world changes and this involves complex organizations of
behavior including social attitudes and conceptions.
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All of th is offers a wide range of pro bl ems that should
be challenging to the area of audio-visual instruction.
Eentioned ecirl ier., there is

G

As

great deal to the learned

before audio-uisual materials ccm be used effectively as
means of communication.

Only adaitional research will tell

whether the implications presented here are accurate or
false, or more li,kely., partly true and partly false.

This,

however, seems to be the pri,mary function of theory.

Further

research may show that the transactional approach to oeroeotion holds answers to many of the problems of communication
through audio-visual materials.
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